GRANT Community Forum
Topic Ideas

Results. 10 responses received.

8 ORSP Policies and Procedures
1 Nuts and bolts of proposal development
5 Subcontract vs. Consultant
6 F&A/Indirect Costs – what is it, what rate to use and why
5 Award set up process – what happens when a grant is awarded
3 Cost Sharing
8 Grant budgets – making sure your expenses are allowable and allocable
4 Understanding terms and conditions of an award. What are you responsible for?
3 Grantsmanship – why every detail matters
3 Helping your PI’s find funding – using grant search databases PIVOT and Grant Forum
1 Fly America Act
1 E-Verify
5 IRB and Human Subjects
1 IACUC and working with animals
6 Working with your PI's – avoiding last minute submissions
3 Journals – best practices
8 Budget/Award management – best practices
6 Grant Closeout

Comments:
- grant transfers from other institutions (new faculty)
- hiring and paying people
- How does HR work with regards to a benefited hire on grant
- reconfigure ORSP budget spreadsheet
- procurement issues, when I present an invoice at a $ threshold, a service contract is executed, yet it’s under a grant, should it be from ORSP?